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Abstract
Alpha-magnets present unique achromatic properties for beam instrumentation and phase-
space manipulation. Nowadays they are acquiring a substantial interest for application in 
a rapidly growing number of facilities around the world: Free Electron Lasers, far infrared 
and THz sources, inverse Compton sources of ultra-bright hard X-rays. However, classic 
design of an alpha-magnet based on hyperbolic poles makes it dimensions large, resulting 
in significant weight and cost. Several magnetic designs of alpha magnets with reduced 
dimensions especially for low energy electron beams is considered here including very 
compact alpha magnets based on permanent magnets with about flat poles as well as 
compact electromagnetic designs with co-axis coils and substantially non-hyperbolic or 
truncated poles. These novel design approaches can be applied in relatively small facilities 
where weight and/or space are limited.
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Introduction
An ideal alpha magnet is often presented as half 

of a quadrupole magnet having constant gradients 
of the magnetic field in a one half of space and hav-
ing no fields in the other half of space. A remarkable 
feature of this unique type of magnet is that it acts 
as an achromatic magnetic mirror, that is, a parallel 
(zero-emittance) beam injected at a specific angle 
to the normal (40.71°) into a perfect alpha-magnet 
will emerge at the point of injection, at the same 
angle to the normal and undispersed in momen-
tum. With additional correction coils built-in to the 
alpha-magnet the angle above can be made 45° 

[1] instead of the canonical 40.71° by adding a thin 
dipole magnet, making it, however, no longer pre-
cisely achromatic (but quasi-achromatic instead). 
Particle trajectory has a characteristic alpha-leaf 
shape inside the magnet allowing so called “mag-
netic compression” for a momentum-chirped par-
ticle beam: higher energy electrons follow longer 
paths, while lower energy electrons follow short-
er ones and thereby leading to shorter bunches at 
the expense of larger transverse phase space (i.e., 
phase space rotation, [2,3]). Especially effective 
application of an alpha-magnet is a sub-ps micro-
bunching of a few MeV electron beam injected 
from an RF electron gun (or small electron linac, 
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“microlinac”) having “natural” energy chirp [4,5]. 
In that case a sub-ps laser photoinjector is not re-
quired and a long laser pulse can be used, or ther-
mionic or cold emission [6] cathode can be used 
allowing orders of magnitude higher average beam 
current. Substantial portion of the long RF bunch 
from the injector cannot contribute effectively into 
the microbunching in that case. That portion is usu-
ally filtered out (typically at low momentums) with 
a so-called scraper placed inside the alpha-magnet 
chamber.

A 2 × 45° alpha-magnet is applied for a polarized 
photoinjector [7] and the first IR Free Electron La-
ser (FEL) driven by a microwave electron gun [1]. 
Alpha-magnets with injection provided by an RF 
electron gun and followed by a linac have been em-
ployed at the FEL laboratory of the Duke University 
[8], the low-energy undulator test line (LEUTL) of 
the Advanced Photon Source (APS [9]), the far in-
fra-red (FIR) FEL facility of the National Tsing-Hua 
University in Taiwan [3], coherent THz source in 
Japan [10], as well as FEL test facilities in France 
[11], and Korea [12]. Thus alpha-magnets present 
unique achromatic properties for beam instrumen-
tation and phase-space manipulation. Therefore, 
alpha magnets acquire a growing interest for ap-
plication in a rapidly increasing number of facilities 
around the world: coherent THz sources [5,10], 
inverse Compton sources of ultra-high brightness 
hard X-rays [2,13], as well as beam instrumentation 
for microbunching and phase-space manipulation.

Magnetic chicanes and other combinations of di-
pole magnets are also used for the magnetic com-
pression (microbunching), but usually they require 
longer beamline path and so larger footprint to 
achieve the desired bunch compression. The chi-
canes are more suitable at higher beam energies 
(> 5-10 MeV). In addition to the magnetic compres-
sion above a combination of an alpha-magnet and 
conventional quadrupoles may also produce flat 
beams [14] reducing space charge effects to gener-
ate, e.g., coherent Cherenkov radiation [5].

An alpha-magnet allows short beam path com-
pared to, e.g., magnetic chicanes. However, al-
pha-magnets are usually large (much larger than 
chicanes), complicated in fabrication, and expen-
sive. The reason is that unlike quadrupole focus-
ing, the “alpha”-leaf trajectory requires much larg-
er volume with magnetic field gradients for given 
gap implying correspondingly much larger magnet. 

Classic design of an alpha-magnet is based on hy-
perbolic poles with correspondingly tilted coils 
and have large dimensions resulting in significant 
weight [3,15,16]. Large yoke implies a stacked de-
sign composed as a set of plates of a complicated 
profile. The coils usually require water cooling and 
high-power supply (multi-kilowatt range).

Below we consider several design approaches 
for compact alpha-magnets based on light designs 
with permanent magnets and relatively compact 
electromagnets.

Alpha-magnets based on permanent magnets
Skachkov, et al. [11] pioneered a remarkably small, 

light, and simple design of an alpha-magnet with a 
low gradient based on array of standard-sized blocks 
(bars) of permanent magnets (PMs). The approach 
is based on using of tapered magnetization, i.e. 
different from block to block in the PM array. The 
magnets in the array usually have the same di-
mensions. Note, the tapering can be addressed at 
least partially by varying the height of the magnet 
(and/or its length). A special routine demagnetiza-
tion technique [17] has been developed to imple-
ment tapering of the PM blocks magnetization. It 
is somewhat similar to the industrial magnetization 
applied to the standard PM blocks. The procedure 
is based on a sequential demagnetization of the 
PM blocks with a pulsed coil. The corresponding 
circuitry employs a ballast resistor to limit the de-
magnetization degree and the capacitor discharge 
voltage determining the demagnetization magni-
tude.

A compact microwave injector, such as micro-
linac [18], may have a considerably lower energy 
chirp at better beam quality than a conventional 
1.5-cell S-band electron gun. That setup would re-
quire magnetic compression with a corresponding 
alpha-magnet having up to an order higher field 
gradient versus that in the original design (typically 
~1-4 T/m for ~1-3 MeV beams) to provide effective 
microbunching. For example, a C-band variant [5] 
of a 1.5-cell thermionic injector requires a ~6.8 T/m 
field gradient at about 7 cm depth and 2.5 MeV 
beam kinetic energy. Enhanced gradients might be 
also required at substantial beam currents leading 
to strong space charge effects [17].

We have applied the same approach [17] to 
demonstrate feasibility of a ~9 T/m permanent al-
pha-magnet to produce a 5.4 cm × 3.5 cm “α-leaf” 
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trajectory. In Figure 3 we demonstrate two vari-
ants of the design using high grade N52 and low 
grade 28UH magnets for the PM blocks with 5 × 
5 mm2 cross-section. The simulation and in-part 
optimization was done using magnetic solver of 
CST Studio Suite code [19]. The magnet dimen-
sions are less than 35 mm × 70 mm × 100 mm. 
Figure 1 shows a satisfactory field quality in this 
design. In simulations we achieved > 9 T/m gra-
dient within a 55 mm alpha-magnet depth. For 
higher maximum fields (and so gradients) a per-
mendure yoke can be used to avoid saturation 
effect causing field non-linearities. The tapering 
of the PM magnetization from block-to-block is 
about linear.

The simulations demonstrated some flexibility 
of the design: a) The field gradient can be adjust-
ed by varying the magnetic gap [20] or using soft 
steel plates as an interlayers between the two 
big PM blocks; b) Insertion of about 1-2 mm soft 
steel plates on both sides of the chamber (~ 2 
mm apart from the PM blocks) is capable to in-

for a ~1.8 MeV energy beam injected from a 
X-band microlinac [5,19]. To avoid ripples of the 
field gradient the period of the PM array along the 
axis of symmetry to be less than the magnetic gap 
(compare Figure 1 and Figure 2). However, if the 
magnets are too thin along this direction the cost 
of the magnetization tapering may become too 
high. Therefore, we choose the geometric period 
having substantial fraction of the gap (less than 
2/3rd). Square shape used is distributed wide-
ly among various vendors of the standard PMs. 
Vertical dimension of the magnets (i.e., perpen-
dicularly to the trajectory plane) cannot be too 
small to provide sufficient field strength for the 
trajectory vertex (especially for the correspond-
ing end magnet). The horizontal dimensions of 
the magnet assembly (i.e. in plane of trajectory 
perpendicularly to the axis of symmetry) to be 
larger than the analytically calculated width and 
length (or depth) of the α-leaf trajectory respec-
tively by at least 2.5 gaps to provide sufficient 
field flatness in the widest (or longest) part of the 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 1: Vertical field [T] in the permanent alpha-magnet along the big a) and small (at 27 mm distance) axes 
b) of the “α-leaf” trajectory.

 
a) 

b) c) 

Figure 2: a) PM α-magnet design with 0.25 mm thick mild steel insert, magnetic gap 6 mm, 9 mm minimum 
distance between the 9 + 9 PM NdFeB N52 grade blocks having 1.46 T magnetization and 6.4 mm period; b) 
Vertical magnetic field by simulated along the axis of symmetry with the insert (6 mm magnetic gap); c) The 
same without the insert (i.e. 9 mm magnetic gap). 
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crease the field gradient (and max field) by 24% 
(see Figure 2); and c) The field gradient can be 
fine-tuned (decreased by, e.g., ~6% and slightly 
smoothed) with a thin mu-metal plate insert (see 
Figure 4). Note the remaining local deviations of 
the field from ideal profile can be compensated 
with a conventional shimming technique using 
smaller “patches” of µ-metal and steel.

A PM-based alpha-magnet can be fabricat-
ed avoiding the time-consuming demagnetiza-
tion procedure. Sufficient field linearity can be 
achieved with tilted parallelepiped blocks (or set 
of blocks) with yoke and thin shims. In Figure 5 

we demonstrate this new alpha-magnet design 
concept to achieve almost 12 T/m gradient in 
about 28 mm depth magnet. The minimum gap 
between the PM blocks is 2.2 mm. The magnet 
dimensions are 26 mm × 45 mm × 81 mm. Such 
a magnet can be applied for a low emittance and 
as low as 1 MeV energy beam.

We also applied the approach of a tilted-pole 
magnet to a situation when a much larger tra-
jectory depth is required at higher beam energy. 
In Figure 6 the alpha-magnet model with 28 cm 
depth, 2.5 T/m gradient, and 3% field accuracy 
is shown. The minimum magnetic gap between 

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Magnetic design of two permanent alpha-magnets with tapered magnetization between the PM 
blocks, steel yoke of 67 mm width. TOP: Lower half of the -magnet with 1.8 MeV beam trajectory simulated 
in the design a) Having 10 + 10, 5 × 5 mm2 PM blocks, 12 mm magnetic gap, 6.4 mm period, and three N52 
grade blocks (1.46 T maximum magnetization, one half view) and α-magnet; b) With 12 + 12, 5 × 5 mm 
PM blocks, 9.5 mm magnetic gap, 5.375 mm period, and three low grade 28UH magnets (1.04 T maximum 
magnetization). BOTTOM: One-quarter view of absolute magnetic field induction.

a) 

b) 

Figure 4: PM α-magnet design similar to that of Figure 2a but with 150 microns µ-metal sheet covering the 
poles (a) and vertical magnetic field by simulated along the axis of symmetry (b). 
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instead of the µ-metal shim as shown in Figure 7 or 
thin dipole shaped as a frame [1].

Thus, the simplicity of the tilted PM approach 
can be counterweighted by more complicated 
field matching for magnets having large depth. 
Nevertheless, both the “tilted” and “demagne-
tized” concepts indicate feasibility of PM-based 
alpha-magnets in applications where a wide-range 
variation of the field gradient is not required. 

the PM blocks is 22 mm. The magnet dimensions 
are 130 mm × 160 mm × 310 mm. The gradient 
can be tuned in a narrow range by changing the 
magnet opening angle.

To improve field matching and mitigate fringe 
fields at the entrance/exit, the magnet of Figure 6 
can be supplied by field clamp and window similar 
to that shown in Figure 3 and Figure 5 and/or using 
correcting coil and specially profiled mild steel pole 

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Permanent alpha-magnet concept with a high gradient provided by yoke and tilted block a) Beam 
aperture is 6 mm. Magnetic field by [T] plotted along the axis of symmetry; b) Field accuracy is better than 
1% in the good filed region inside the magnet is achieved with using µ-metal pad placed in the middle of the 
magnet. PM block magnetization is 1.25 T.

(a) (b)

Figure 6: A conceptual design of PM-alpha magnet with 28 cm depth and 2.5 T/m field gradient a) and magnetic 
field plot along the axis of symmetry; b) Minimum magnetic gap 22 mm. Permanent magnet magnetization. 
1.25 T. Internal thin plates are made from Permendur. External thick blocks as well as the plate between the 
permanent magnet and the Permendur plate are made from soft steel. Simulated with the Radia code.
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lent field accuracy (0.1% for field gradient [18]) but 
implies a large and massive yoke and coils. There-
fore, the yoke is usually composed from stacked 
iron laminations. That also requires an expensive 
high-power supply. Additional complications are 
related to cooling and high inductance of the mag-
net. On the other hand, in practice it is often more 
important to make the magnet more compact at 
somewhat sacrificed field quality (~1%, see [17]).

Magnetic Designing of Compact Electro-
magnetic Alpha-Magnets

Conventional designs of an electromagnetic al-
pha-magnet are dominated by essentially hyper-
bolic pole. The α-magnet configuration is usually 
similar to half of a quadrupole magnet using wind-
ings positioned at 90 (see [1]) or tilted windings 
[18]. Such a conventional approach provides excel-

(a) (b)
Figure 7: “Open mouth” design of PM-dominated α-magnet (a) with trimming coil and specially profiled pole 
to lineraize goot field region. Vertical component of magnetic field plotted along the axis of symmetry (b). 

(a) (b)
Figure 8: Radia model of alpha-magnet with 34 cm depth and 31.8 mm minimal gap (a) and its pole (b).
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portional to the deviation from the canonical angle 
40.71°.

A special algorithm has been developed to real-
ize this approach resulting to a non-canonical pole 
shape. The algorithm integrated with the model 
makes correction of the pole shape on each iter-
ation step using prediction-correction technique 
to minimize field deviation from linear curve. The 
correction function is balanced with “weights”. It is 
based on approach of magnetic circuit, in which the 
gap is considered as an array of parallel magnetic 
resistors.

We consider two examples of this approach ap-
plied to electromagnetic alpha-magnets: a large 

Here we consider compact designs with co-axis 
coils and rectangular yoke similar to that used in 
electromagnetic dipoles. Such an approach implies 
a pole profile that may essentially deviate from 
the conventional hyperbolic shape, because the 
magnetic flux distribution within the core of the 
pole in such a C-shaped, dipole-like configuration 
acquires some internal gradient, though may dis-
torted by higher and/or lower order multipoles. For 
example, significant ripples seen in Figure 2b may 
produce uncompensated sextupole component. 
Uncompensated dipole component at the exit and 
entrance of the magnet derived by transforming of 
an H-dipole may imply unwanted chromaticity pro-

Figure 9: Magnetic field plot along the axis of symmetry for the design of Figure 7.

Figure 10: Field gradient relative deviation [%] from ideal magnet with respect to the maximum field along the 
axis of symmetry for the design of Figure 7. 
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One unique feature of the design of Figure 7 is 
a nose-like tip of a rather complicated profile on 
the pole. Such a complicated shape results from 
compensation of the parasitic (floating) magnet-
ic flux leakage between the pole edge and the 
filed clamp.

The oscillations of the field gradient deviation 
seen Figure 9 are a characteristic signature of the 
magnetic design and especially the optimization 
method used. The oscillations decay fast for higher 
fields. The magnitude and period of the oscillations 
are controlled with the “weight” parameters of the 
prediction-correction function provided the pole 
segmentation is sufficient. As it can be seen from 
Figure 9 the maximum field error occurs in the low 
field region: at the entrance/exit the field quality is 
no longer dominated by the poles, but by the fringe 
fields.

Alpha-magnet design for RBT-APS THz source
Another example of this approach is present-

ed by a magnet designed for a laser-free gener-
ation of a sub-mm wave coherent Cherenkov ra-
diation [22] at the injector test stand (ITS) [23] 
of the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at the Ar-
gonne National Laboratory. This experiment was 
designed jointly by the RadiaBeam Technology, 
LLC and the APS. Since the magnet has to be de-
ployable on the optical table with existing beam-
line of the ITS, the specification requirements to 
the magnet design are rather stringent: 349 mm 
magnet height (determined by beamline height 
~178 mm), 4 T/m maximum gradient (for long-
term operation), 15 cm maximum trajectory 
depth, and ~1% field quality. Application of the 

depth magnet with a moderate gradient, and a 
magnet with moderate depth, but having a sub-
stantial gradient. The Radia code [21] used for the 
simulations demonstrated exceptional efficiency 
requiring only several iterations to converge (or 
to achieve satisfactory field quality). Both mag-
nets can be used as table-top magnets and employ 
easy-to-fabricate rectangular frame yoke com-
posed from only a few blocks without lamination.

A large-depth, compact electromagnetic al-
pha-magnet

The large-depth magnet shown in Figure 7 has 
about twice less height than the magnet in [18] at 
comparable gap (32 mm vs. 38 mm) and much larg-
er trajectory depth (34 cm vs. 20 cm). The magnet 
dimensions are 0.5 m × 0.5 m × 0.55 m. The magnet-
ic window made in the clamp for the entrance/exit 
beam pipes has the following dimensions: 23 cm 
× 3.2 cm. The magnetic field plotted along the axis 
of symmetry is shown in Figure 8. The field quality 
is characterized in Figure 8 and Figure 9.

The magnet optimization enabled very high 
field quality: maximum field deviation from an 
ideal magnet of 0.3% and standard deviation of 
0.005%. Note the deviations are related to the 
maximum field along the linear part of the curve 
(i.e. in the region of high magnetic field, where 
the particle trajectories are more influenced and 
so the accuracy is more critical). Standard rela-
tive deviation of the field gradient is only 1.6%. 
Such a field quality achieved in the simulations 
is comparable to a conventional, much larger 
magnet with hyperbolic poles (which are usually 
characterized using the same criterion).

(a) (b)

Figure 11: Radia model of a 15 cm depth, 35 cm height, and 21.6 mm minimal gap alpha-magnet (a) and its pole 
shape (a).
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of compactness the saturation in the yoke do not 
present the major limiting factor for the magnet 
performance: the Radia simulations as well as mea-
surements [24] show no significant change of the 
field quality and efficiency for gradients up to 4.5 
T/m, at which the magnet can still operate, though 
for a limited time. Hysteresis effects are also insig-
nificant for magnet operation [24]. The magnetic 
measurements of the magnet presented in Ref. 
[24] confirmed the simulations very well. The mea-
surements indicate 1.3% and 0.63% maximum and 
rms field deviations (related to the maximum field) 
respectively with respect to the ideal piece-wise 
linear fit at the magnet efficiency 3.13-3.16 Gauss/
(Ampere-turn-meter).

The results of the electromagnetic design of 
the compact alpha magnet allowed deploying 
the magnet on the optical table with challenging 
form-factor requirements. Simultaneously the 
design provided operation without water cooling 
at field gradient, quality, and trajectory depth re-
quired by efficient magnetic compression of the 
2-3 MeV beam injected from APS S-band thermi-
onic electron gun of the ITS facility. In Figure 12 
we demonstrate trajectories simulated with Par-
ticle Solver module of the CST Studio Suite [21]. 
The model designed in Radia code was imported 
to the magnetic solver and the beam was tracked 
in the 3D fields of the model. One can see that 
wedge-shaped profile of the beam (see Figure 
12a) caused by vertical focusing allows to design 

approach described above resulted to the mag-
net design shown in Figure 10. It has 22 mm min-
imal gap with 16 cm maximum depth and ~10 
cm wide good field region. The pole dimensions 
(projected on median plane) are 125 mm × 177.8 
mm. The magnet height, width and length are 
34.9 cm, 24.6 cm and 28 cm respectively. The 
maximum electrical power consumption does 
not exceed 400 W.

The minimum magnetic gap of 22 mm is re-
sulted from the trade-off between the magnet 
compactness and capability to insert of a special-
ly designed vacuum chamber [24] profiled to re-
semble the pole shape. The chamber contains an 
optical window, two beam ports, a vacuum port, 
and a moveable scraper to collimate the low en-
ergy part of the electron beam. The scraper sys-
tem is supplied with cooling, beam window, and 
remotely controlled actuator.

The magnetic field plotted along and trans-
verse to the axis of symmetry are shown in Fig-
ure 11.

From the Radia [24] simulations we obtained 
1.29% and 0.51% maximum and rms field devia-
tions (related to the maximum field) from the ideal 
piece-wise linear fit. The magnet efficiency deter-
mined from the Radia simulations is 3 Gauss/(Am-
pere-turn-meter). Note, the gradient limit 4 T/m 
is imposed by the heating and air convection cool-
ing at room ambient temperature [24]. In spite 

(a) (b)

Figure 12: Vertical magnetic field along axis of magnet symmetry [mm] (solid) and ideal alpha-magnet field fit 
(dashed) at ~ 1 A/mm2 engineering current density (a) The axes labels correspond to that in Figure 10. Relative 
deviation of the vertical field component [%] related to the field at the axis of symmetry at the same depth in 
transverse to axis of symmetry direction in median plane at 5/6th (x = -75 mm) and 1/3rd (x = 0) depth of the 
magnet (b). 
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Figure 13: Side (a), top (b) and arbitrary view (c) of the trajectories simulated for the RadiaBeam α-magnet 
at energy ranging in (1-3) MeV interval. 
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